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ABSTRACT
Keyboard shortcuts can be more efficient than graphical input, but they are underused by most users. To alleviate this, we present “Guided Finger-Aware Shortcuts” to reduce the gulf between graphical input and shortcut activation. The interaction technique works by recognising when a special hand posture is used to press a key, then allowing secondary finger movements to select among related shortcuts if desired. Novice users can learn the mappings through dynamic visual guidance revealed by holding a key down, but experts can trigger shortcuts directly without pausing. Two variations are described: FingerArc uses the angle of the thumb, and FingerChord uses a second key press. The techniques are motivated by an interview study identifying factors hindering the learning, use, and exploration of keyboard shortcuts. A controlled comparison with conventional keyboard shortcuts shows the techniques encourage overall shortcut usage, make interaction faster, less error-prone, and provide advantages over simply adding visual guidance to standard shortcuts.
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INTRODUCTION
Design principles suggest that desktop interfaces should support keyboard shortcuts (also called “hotkeys”) as an alternative method to issue commands [53, 62, 13]. Compared to point-and-click interaction, keyboard shortcuts are very fast due to the small motor action [61], and they enable parallel interaction, since keyboard and mouse input are combined [52, 57]. In the extreme, mastering a large set of shortcuts can even eliminate entire menus, de-clutter the interface, and increase screen space for the primary document of interest.

Given the advantages of shortcuts, it may be surprising that most users do not fully adopt them [28, 34, 47, 74]. To some extent, this can be ascribed to their poor visibility [28, 74], unintuitive command-to-key mappings [28, 34, 41, 61], sometimes cumbersome hand movements when using modifier keys [41, 52, 74], and lack of user motivation to learn efficient strategies [7, 8, 12, 54, 74]. More critically, the act of using shortcut keys is radically different than graphical input. This gulf hinders the effective transition to expert behaviour [34, 40, 41, 42, 43, 44].

We present Guided Finger-Aware Shortcuts to reduce the gulf between graphical input and shortcut activation. Finger-Aware Shortcuts [87] is a keyboard input method that maps multiple commands to the same key by using computer vision to recognise which finger, hand, and hand posture was used to press the key. We significantly extend that idea to using special postures for activating one of several command shortcuts using secondary finger movements with an optional trigger for dynamic visual guidance. Two variations of Guided Finger-Aware Shortcuts are presented and evaluated: FingerArc detects the angle of the thumb to select different commands (Fig. 1a); FingerChord detects a second key press on keyboard rows to select different commands (Fig. 1b).

Our work contributes a deeper understanding of current issues with keyboard shortcuts through an interview study with experts, the description and implementation of an expanded Finger-Aware Shortcut interaction space motivated by that understanding, and a comprehensive evaluation of the new techniques showing they encourage overall shortcut usage,

Figure 1: Guided Finger-Aware Shortcuts detect when a special hand posture is used to press a key, for example: (a) pressing \[\text{FingerArc}\] using the index finger with the little, ring, and middle fingers tucked enables FingerArc shortcuts, and holding the key down for a moment reveals guided feedback revealing the command options based on the angle of the thumb; (b) an alternative technique is FingerChord, enabled by pressing a key with the middle finger while little and ring fingers are tucked in. A long press reveals guidance explaining what commands can be invoked by pressing different keyboard rows with a second finger.
enable faster and less error-prone command invocation, and may provide advantages over simply adding visual guidance to traditional shortcuts.

RELATED WORK

Our work is related to augmenting conventional input with expressive hand gestures, supporting novice to expert transitions, and fostering shortcut key learning.

Augmenting Keyboard Input with Expressive Gestures

Several works have pursued more expressive hand and finger input on various devices. At the finest level, a system may examine minute aspects of a single finger for specifying different actions such as orientation [24, 78, 79, 32], touch position [36], contact size [9], pressure [16], and proximity to the input surface [64]. Identifying which finger is in contact can also multiplex a single event when, for example, tapping on a touchscreen [15, 29, 23, 26, 25], a touchpad [51], pressing a button [80, 72], a piano key [27, 58], or a keyboard key [51, 87, 11]. Further, combining input from multiple fingers offers even more expressive power – users may not only control the number of fingers in contact [4, 21, 59], but also their individual positions [31] and trajectories [59, 3, 25]. At a coarser level, the system may detect subtle hand gestures that indicate an alternative input mode such as bringing together the thumb and the index finger [73], using the knuckle to knock [33], or holistic hand gestures such as rotation [11] and movement [85].

Our work encodes finger, hand, and hand posture recognition results as part of keyboard input so that the same key press can be interpreted in multiple ways. This is closely related to Finger-Aware Shortcuts that identify the finger and hand posture used when pressing a key [87] and Buschek et al.’s technique that combines keyboard shortcuts with rotation gestures [11]. The common goal of these projects is to increase expressivity for conventional input devices, although the way in which these various papers demonstrate the feasibility of increasing shortcut expressivity using an initial “finger-aware” key press that differentiates among FingerArc, FingerChord, and regular text entry, plus optional secondary finger movements for specifying commands.

Supporting Novice to Expert Transitions

Another goal of our research is to make it easy for users to transition from slow point-and-click input to fast shortcut activation. This relates to the field of study that aims at supporting novice to expert transitions [13]. It is widely accepted that user interfaces should be easy to use for novices, include high-performance mechanisms for experts, and facilitate the progression from ease to efficiency [53, 62, 13, 86, 83]. However, abundant evidence shows that high-performance mechanisms are rarely fully leveraged [7, 8, 65, 55].

Carroll and Rosson [12] suggest this underuse may be inherent to our cognition. When faced with a high-level goal like writing an essay, spending time optimising individual steps like command activation is not the main interest. In addition, users tend to reuse methods like linear menus than learning shortcuts because they already know how to use them. In another words, there is a cost or “performance dip” [69] associated with learning more efficient methods that deters users from transitioning to experts. Our research aims to reduce this “dip” by making keyboard shortcuts easier to learn, and previous research has provided with many insights:

Rehearsal — Kurtenbach et al. [42] argue that in lieu of having completely different modalities for novice and expert interactions, the novice method should provide physical rehearsal for the expert behaviour. By using a single interaction technique, the need for a conscious and deliberate switch to a different modality is reduced to enable a seamless transition. In this spirit, Marking Menus [40, 42, 44, 43, 86] use the same directional stroke interaction for both novice and expert users. ShapeWriter [82, 39, 84, 83] transitions users from entering a word by tapping on individual letters to tracing through the letters with a single stroke gesture in a similar trajectory. Our techniques do not address the modality gap between menu and shortcut interfaces. Rather, we provide physical rehearsal for shortcuts by adding an intermediate mode for practising shortcut postures.

Guidance — Research suggests that providing an appropriate amount of guidance helps execution and learning [6, 42, 50, 21], whereas too much guidance may hinder them [70, 1]. For command activation, guidance means two things: using feedforward to show what actions can be specified, and using feedback to inform what action is currently active. For example, OctoPocus [6] displays contextual dynamic guides for possible pen-stroke gestures given partial strokes, while also showing which command will be triggered. Arpege [21] does the same, but for multi-finger chord gestures. Our techniques provide similar guidance based on the current key pressed and the active posture detected.

Effort — Evidence shows that an appropriate amount of effort added to novice interactions, such as a delay in revealing the guidance, motivates the use of expert methods [14, 17, 28, 86], whereas too much effort may harm usability [49, 30] and impede learning [14]. Our techniques impose a small delay before revealing visual guidance to subtly nudge users towards direct activation.

Risk Mitigation — Lafreniere et al. [45] suggest that the risk of making errors may hinder some users from transitioning to expert methods, even though the errors may be non-destructive. Peres et al. [61] also include risk as a contributing factor. We are not aware of any direct study examining this, but evidence seems to suggest providing mechanisms for mitigating errors may help expert transitions. Our techniques provide a cancellation gesture to mitigate risk, and we examine whether cancellation is leveraged.

Consistent Articulation — Abundant evidence shows that consistency in physical articulation leverages spatial memory to facilitate learning [66, 67, 68, 71, 18, 35]. For example, HandMark Menus [77, 75, 76] use the hand as landmarks to help memorise buttons around it. FastTap [30, 31, 46, 45, 20] guides novices to form a chord on a spatially stable grid of buttons. Our FingerChord technique has a similar interaction to FastTap, but in the context of physical keyboards.
Both our techniques provide consistent articulation since the same postures can be used to modify shortcut keys regardless of where the keys are. In contrast, conventional shortcuts require reaching to modifier keys at different distances.

It is worth noting that none of these strategies guarantee the transition to, and persistence of, expert techniques—they are all ways to facilitate it. Kurtenbach and Buxton [40] observe in a long-term study that users switch back and forth between novice and expert modes, and Lafreniere et al. [45] suggest post-training persistence of expert behaviour may require a global change in strategy and is heavily influenced by the contextual performance requirement.

**Fostering Keyboard Shortcut Learning**

The above strategies may all be applied to address the underuse of keyboard shortcuts [28, 34, 47, 74]. For example, to enable physical rehearsal, visual cues like a cheat sheet in Keycue [74] or shortcut information on an expanded menu in ExposeHK [49] can be revealed to novices by holding a modifier key down, but with a delay time to increase effort. In the extreme, costs can also be added to graphical input, like adding a delay after clicking on menu items [28], or even completely disabling menu item selection [38, 28].

One issue specific to keyboard shortcuts is poor visibility [28, 74]. Users often do not notice shortcuts shown on menu items or in toolbars. Proposed solutions reinforce shortcut information when graphical widgets are used, such as audio feedback when clicking menu items to remind users of shortcuts [28] or blending shortcut key characters into toolbar icons to increase their salience [22]. Our techniques do not make shortcuts more visible from existing graphical interfaces. Instead, we increase visibility by providing a guidance interface to keyboard shortcuts themselves.

Another issue with keyboard shortcuts is unintuitive command mappings [28, 34, 41, 61]. Due to practical constraints, few commands are mapped to the keys of their initial letters, often making mappings arbitrary. To increase alignment between command name and key, multiple modifier keys must be used, but this makes them difficult to memorise [87] and execute [41, 52, 74]. We address this by allowing more commands to be mapped to the same key using expressive hand postures as an alternative to multiple modifier keys.

Although there is significant work on learning keyboard shortcuts and several methods have been proposed to leverage novice to expert transitions, there has been no single study identifying the factors that hinder shortcut usage at a nuanced level. This observation motivates the interview study that follows.

**STUDY 1: INTERVIEW WITH EXPERT USERS**

We conducted an interview study with expert computer users to gain a deeper understanding of keyboard shortcut issues. Our results confirm, combine, and extend factors identified in previous literature across disparate studies, arguments, and informal observations. We use the factors to inform and motivate the design of Guided Finger-Aware Shortcuts, and these cohesive results form a useful resource for future researchers.

**Participants**

We recruited 12 participants (4 female), 21 to 39 years old (M=26.9, SD=5.9). Participants reported weekly computer usage from 42 to 84 hours (M=61.3, SD=10.6) and all had formal education or industry experience in Computer Science. They reported regular use of the Windows (7), macOS (7), and Linux (3) operating systems, and also experience with a variety of applications such as text-intensive applications (e.g. Google Docs, Microsoft Word, Sublime Text, Vim), graphics-intensive applications (e.g. Adobe Photoshop, GIMP, Blender, Autodesk 3ds Max), integrated development environments (e.g. Visual Studio, Xcode, Eclipse, Unity), and other common software (e.g. Google Chrome, Safari, Adobe Acrobat Reader, Skype). We recruited experts with a Computer Science background because they frequently perform repetitive tasks with high efficiency and can be reflective about challenges and strategies when learning shortcuts.

**Procedure**

Semi-structured interviews were conducted to probe the basic usage, learning, physical articulation, and currently available feedback of keyboard shortcuts (interview questions are in the Appendix). These aspects were formulated based on an analysis of the keyboard shortcut action using Norman’s seven stages of action framework [56]. We reviewed the data to ensure saturation had occurred after 12 participants—the same patterns were recurring and additional information was unlikely to be obtained with more participants [19]. Thematic analysis [10] was employed to identify the themes within the data. Note that the interviewer’s knowledge of the literature surrounding keyboard shortcuts could bias them towards previously identified issues. To mitigate this, the interviewer explicitly avoided asking leading questions related to known factors, and using a formal method like thematic analysis reduced analysis bias.

**Results**

The interview revealed nine factors that may impact the use of keyboard shortcuts. We report, compare, and contrast them with previous work in the discussion that follows.

**Factor 1: Frequency of Use**

Comments from participants suggest frequent activation of a command motivates the learning of a keyboard shortcut. This occurs naturally with repeated usage, not dedicated studying: “it’s not like a dedicated learning process where I spend ten minutes just for memorising keyboard shortcuts” (P3). For the same reason, infrequent commands are likely to be forgotten: “I’d always pay attention to the keyboard shortcut while clicking on the menu ... but by the time I reuse the same command, I would already forget the shortcut” (P11).

Frequency of use also affects the development of automaticity. For very common actions such as Copy, Paste, and Save, all participants acknowledged that they have developed muscle memory—keyboard shortcuts can be articulated without much cognitive effort. In contrast, less frequent keyboard shortcuts require a conscious association to the keys being pressed: “for the things that I use less often like Bold in
Google Docs, I often have myself being like ... OK, I have to use Ctrl+B, so it's a little bit more thoughts into it” (P5).

Factor 2: Perceived Cost
Switching to keyboard shortcuts is often motivated by the inconvenience of graphical input: “... keyboard shortcuts [are] way more efficient than just clicking everywhere with a mouse” (P3). Indeed, users may unconsciously compare the perceived costs between using a mouse or keyboard. These costs, an estimation of each action’s physical and cognitive effort, drive users to employ one method over another.

Different graphical widgets may require different extents of effort. In many situations, participants found it convenient to use Ctrl+B, so it's a little bit more thoughts into it” (P10). Some participants made their own crib sheets (P6, 12), some searched online (P1, 2, 7, 10, 11), and others used ones provided by the software (P9). Many applications include the feature of quickly viewing a crib sheet with a keyboard shortcut, for example, “in Google Docs, you can use Command+/ to see all the shortcuts available” (P10). In addition to crib sheets, participants suggested watching online tutorials helps learn keyboard shortcuts, especially for feature-rich software like Visual Studio Code (P5), SolidWorks (P6), and Blender (P11).

Factor 4: Semantic Alignment to Associated Command
Participants commonly acknowledged the importance of semantic alignment between the shortcut key and its associated command (P1 – 12). Many suggested the most pronounced issue with keyboard shortcuts are that they “do not make sense” (P1, 2, 4, 6 – 12). The misalignment with the associated command not only impedes learning, but also hinders the exploration of new keyboard shortcuts.

Participants indicated that keyboard shortcuts are most easily memorised when the key matches the first letter of a major word in the command (e.g. Ctrl-S for Save, and Ctrl-A for Select All) (P1 – 12). They might even carry this expectation to unknown shortcuts of common actions, for example: “sometimes I think Ctrl+D should be delete, and I’ll do a Ctrl+D when I want to delete a line of code, but only to find out it actually does something else” (P3). When another alphabetical key is selected instead of the first letter of a command word (e.g. Ctrl-G for Find Next), it is more likely to be confusing (P1 – 12): “Ctrl+S to save makes sense, but to strikethrough [text], for example, you have to try to figure out what the keyboard shortcut for that is, because the one that first comes to your mind is Ctrl+S” (P6).

Even worse than arbitrary alphabetical keys are modifier keys (P1 – 12): “anything that has to do with Ctrl, Alt, and Shift [is] very confusing: they are all in the same area and the combinations you need to hit in connection with another key is very confusing” (P6). Participants also suggested symbols used for modifier keys further aggravate the issue: “pointing to a modifier key symbol on macOS) is this control [or] option? I’m always confused about these things” (P8).

Factor 5: Physical Articulation
Participants indicated the difficulty of pressing multiple keys also affects the use of keyboard shortcuts (P1 – 12). This can be attributed to both the cognitive complexity of memorising multiple keys (P2 – 5, 7 – 12) and the physical complexity of
articulating multiple keys (P1.5 – 7,10). Most participants suggested that pressing three keys simultaneously with one hand is acceptable, but more keys may become hard to memorise or articulate (P3 – 5,7 – 12).

Participants preferred single-handed shortcuts (P1.3 – 7,9,11,12). Having one hand on the mouse and the other activating keyboard shortcuts help with frequent mode switching when manipulating graphical objects, for example: “when I’m using Blender, I would typically have one hand on the keyboard to switch between different tools and the other hand on the mouse to manipulate objects” (P10).

Some shortcuts require pressing keys in steps (e.g. [Ctrl]+[K], [Ctrl]+[G] for Comment in Visual Studio). Participants found this hard to learn (P4.5,11); “there’re already too many things to remember in a keyboard shortcut, yet with these shortcuts, I’ll also have to remember their ordering” (P5).

Factor 6: Consistency
Comments from participants suggest the consistency of shortcut mappings across applications and operating systems helps them learn keyboard shortcuts. Participants described those that are retained to be “system-wide” (P3.5), “ubiquitous” (P1.6,8), and “universal” (P7,9). These also include ones with obscure command mappings like [Ctrl]+[V] for Paste (P1.2,3,5,9), [Ctrl]+[Alt]+[Del] for Windows Task Manager (P4), and [F2] for Rename (P12).

In contrast, keyboard shortcuts that participants tend to forget are typically specific to a certain application (P1.2,4,6,7,8,9,10,12), especially ones with many shortcut commands like Adobe Photoshop (P1), Adobe Illustrator (P8), Inkscape (P4), SolidWorks (P6), Blender (P11), and Vim (P2,3). Learning or relearning happens on an ad hoc basis based on current need: “I’d remember a keyboard shortcut for the day that I am using it, but the next day I might already forget it” (P7).

Consistency motivates the exploration of new shortcuts: “sometimes I try the shortcut I know for other applications – I think ‘well, this seems to be pretty standard, so maybe it works in this application too’” (P4). In contrast, inconsistency impedes exploration: “I’d get confused when some standard shortcuts are mapped differently in some other applications” (P4). Participants provided examples of this inconsistency: [Ctrl]+[Y] does not open a new tab in Notepad++ (P4), [Ctrl]+[Z] does not perform an undo in Vim (P8), and [Ctrl]+[T] does not comment a line in Visual Studio (P4,11).

Factor 7: Perceived Risk of Making Errors
The perceived risk of making an error hinders shortcut use, especially for important tasks: “if I already have a three-page document full of important text, then I wouldn’t try a keyboard shortcut that I’m not sure at all” (P12). Many participants said they will use a keyboard shortcut only if very confident about its action (P1.3,5,7,8,10,11,12). Some participants felt that making an error is undesirable even if the action is non-destructive and correctable with undo (P5,7,9,11), maybe because the perceived cost of correcting the error is high. Others suggested they will experiment when shortcuts switch modes (P2,11), for example: “in 3ds Max, pressing number keys switches between editing vertices, edges, and faces; I know that the numbers switch between them, but I’m not quite sure, for example, whether two is the right number; in that case, I’d try pressing the keys until I see the one I want” (P2).

Factor 8: Feedback
Participants suggested that feedback for the actions triggered by keyboard shortcuts also affects their adoption (P1.2,5,6,8 – 12). Appropriate feedback helps confirm the action was correct: “… the interaction in SolidWorks is very effective, because you have immediate feedback on what’s happened” (P6), and “it would be easy to tell [what error I made] in Lightroom, because it pops up a toast whenever I trigger a shortcut” (P10). Explicit feedback also encourages users to explore new keyboard shortcuts: “the toast notification in Lightroom also makes me more willing to experiment with keyboard shortcuts … if I don’t know what the error was, then I won’t be able to learn from mistakes” (P10).

Despite this, many participants noted poor shortcut feedback (P1.2,5,6,8 – 12), especially when accidentally triggering the wrong action (P1.5,6,9 – 12). This is amplified when keyboard shortcuts trigger actions away from the user’s focus: “knowing what command a keyboard shortcut has triggered is often very difficult unless it involves apparent UI changes; you won’t know if you accidentally triggered a keyboard shortcut which does something in the background or toggles a small button on the toolbar” (P11).

Factor 9: Customisation
A few participants suggested customised shortcut mappings compensate for the drawbacks of existing keyboard shortcuts and may be more easily memorised (P4,6,10,12), for example: “I typically remember quite well shortcuts I bound myself, so if I come up with a custom shortcut, I generally remember that much better than shortcuts that are given to me” (P6).

Yet, they also indicated that customised shortcuts may be hard to communicate with other people (P10) and difficult to find once forgotten (P1). In addition, customisation typically requires more modifier keys to avoid conflicts with existing shortcuts: “when you customise a shortcut … you have to use multiple modifier keys and try different combinations of modifier keys to see which one hasn’t been used” (P10).

Discussion
The study identified nine factors impacting the learning, use, and exploration of shortcut keys. We label them from F1 to F9 in the following discussion. Some of our observations are consistent with other work at a high level. For example, Kim and Ritter [37] also acknowledged frequency of use as a dominant factor in learning keyboard shortcuts (F1); Grossman et al. [28] and Krisler and Alterman [38] found perceived cost (F2), visibility (F3), semantic alignment (F4), and feedback (F8) impact shortcut learning; Peres et al. [61] suggested perceived risk (F7) also contributes to the underuse of keyboard shortcuts; Malacria [49] promoted keyboard shortcuts by increasing visibility (F3) and decreasing the cost (F2);
Pietrzak et al. [63] recognised the difficulty of pressing multiple modifier keys ($F5$) and duplicated modifier keys on a mouse; and Giannissakis et al. [22] encouraged shortcut usage by increasing the visibility on toolbar icons ($F3$). Our study connects and adds depth to the understanding of keyboard shortcuts at a more nuanced level and recognises other factors such as consistency ($F6$) and customisation ($F9$) that are not previously identified.

**GUIDED FINGER-AWARE SHORTCUTS**

We present details about two variations of Guided Finger-Aware Shortcuts, FingerArc and FingerChord, and explain how their design alleviates issues identified in the interview study. Note the techniques are complementary to menu interaction (and other graphical interfaces). They bridge menu navigation and direct shortcut activation with optional intermediate visual guidance, reducing the gulf between them (Fig. 2).

There are two different modes for users at different levels of proficiency. *Guidance mode* is triggered when pausing on an alphabetic key (we call this the “action key”) for a predesignated delay time with a special hand posture. A shortcut interface pops up after the delay. Subsequent adjustment of the hand posture selects from a group of commands. The interface provides dynamic visual feedback based on the current hand posture and eventually guides users to complete the action. *Shortcut mode* is triggered by pressing and releasing the action key with the hand posture that activates the command, and no visual guidance is shown.

FingerArc and FingerChord use different hand postures to differentiate shortcut activation from normal text entry (Fig. 3a). FingerArc expects the action key to be pressed using the index finger with the little, ring, and middle fingers tucked in. FingerChord expects the middle finger to press the action key and the little and ring fingers tucked in. Like Finger-Aware Shortcuts [87], hand postures can be detected using computer vision with a camera facing down mounted on top of the screen. Using two different fingers to initiate the action makes the two techniques compatible with each other, and the special hand postures make them compatible with conventional keyboard shortcuts.

Both variations use other finger movements to select from a group of commands associated with the action key (Fig. 3b-e). FingerArc selects the primary command by folding all fingers except the index finger used for pressing the key. Other options are specified based on the angle between the index finger and the thumb: $90^\circ$ selects the secondary command, $45^\circ$ selects the tertiary command, and $0^\circ$ selects the quaternary command. FingerChord selects the primary command by default if no other key is pressed. Other options are specified using a second key press using the index finger on different keyboard rows relative to the action key. The lower row selects the secondary command, middle row selects the tertiary command, and upper row selects the quaternary command.

The selected command is activated for both FingerArc and FingerChord by releasing all keys while maintaining the hand posture (Fig. 3f). If two keys are pressed in FingerChord, they need to be released simultaneously (within 200ms). In both techniques, cancellation without triggering any command is achieved by opening all the fingers before releasing the key (Fig. 3g).

The techniques include six design features to address issues identified in the interview study and facilitate novice to expert transitions:

**Expressivity** — FingerArc and FingerChord increase the number of commands associated with a single key by eight, without requiring inconsistent articulation of multiple modifier keys. A larger expressive space allows for increased semantic alignment ($F4$) because the same action key can be used for more commands, and this also provides opportunities for increased shortcut customisation ($F9$). Increased expressivity also creates more input space to make shortcut keys more consistent across applications ($F6$).

**Rehearsal** — The principle of rehearsal is embodied by providing an interface for practising and refining shortcut gestures. The gap between graphical input and shortcut activation is shortened since users now have an opportunity to “play with” the shortcuts before mastering them.

**Guidance** — The techniques provide dynamic visual guidance to enable rehearsal of shortcut keys, making them easier to use ($F2$). The guidance shows the available shortcuts for an action key to increase the visibility of shortcut commands ($F3$), and provides feedback about what command is currently selected ($F8$) to reduce the perceived risk of making an error ($F7$).

**Effort** — Adding a small time delay before triggering the shortcut guidance slightly increases the effort, therefore subtly nudging users towards activating shortcuts directly.

**Risk Mitigation** — Either technique variation can be initiated to show the guidance feedback, then cancelled without selecting a command. This reduces the perception of risk ($F7$) and encourages exploration using the novice mode.

**Consistent Articulation** — Both techniques use consistent finger positioning regardless of the action key location, which simplifies articulation ($F5$). This is different from conventional shortcuts that often require pressing one or more modifiers with different distances from the action key.
STUDY 2: CONTROLLED EXPERIMENT
The objective of this study is to assess the performance of Guided Finger-Aware Shortcuts in supporting novice to expert transitions. We compare FingerArc and FingerChord with a standard keyboard shortcut baseline using modifier keys (“Baseline”) and a condition that provides guidance for standard shortcuts (“GuidedKey”). GuidedKey allows holding down an action key to reveal visual guidance, then incrementally adjusting the modifier keys with visual feedback. A command is activated by releasing all keys together, or cancelled by releasing the key first. GuidedKey models interaction techniques like ExposeHK [49] that provide visual guidance for standard shortcuts, and also provides a similar mechanism for cancellation like FingerArc and FingerChord. Including GuidedKey helps generalise the role of visual guidance in promoting novice to expert transitions and to discern the benefits of making shortcuts finger-aware.

Participants and Apparatus
We recruited 32 participants (5 female, 3 left-handed but all used their right hand to operate a touchpad), ages ranging from 20 to 50 years (M=25.4, SD=5.3). All reported extensive computer usage with weekly computer use time ranging from 28 to 112 hours (M=64.3, SD=20.6). A one-minute typing test revealed an average speed of 52.8 words per minute (SD=17.8).

The experiment was conducted on a MacBook Pro laptop with a 15-inch display and a QWERTY keyboard. Similar to Finger-Aware Shortcuts [87], we also used computer vision to detect hand postures. A downward facing camera fixed in a 3D printed case was mounted on top of the laptop screen, recording the keyboard area. The camera was equipped with an illumination board and an infrared filter to control the lighting environment.

Since our focus is on interaction techniques, not tracking algorithms, we used markers to facilitate hand tracking. Three 5mm hemisphere reflective markers were attached to the fingertips of the little finger, index finger, and the thumb, respectively. A fourth marker was attached to a point on the back of the hand that forms a right angle with the markers on the index finger and the thumb.

A native macOS application ran as a system-wide service, tracking the marker positions while intercepting keyboard events. Keyboard area was rectified by manually labelling the four corners of the keyboard in the software. Heuristic rules were applied to identify hand postures in real-time. The experiment interface was implemented as a fullscreen web application in Google Chrome.

Task and Stimuli
Our task was adapted from Grossman et al. [28] and Appert and Zhai [2], both examining standard shortcut learning. We also included reference tasks after Zheng and Vogel [87] so command selection is interspersed with other tasks. A trial in our experiment required first completing a reference task, then immediately a command task.

Reference Task
There were two reference tasks: typing and pointing. The typing task required entering three keys on the keyboard home row to position both hands on the keyboard. The pointing task required clicking on a button at the centre of the screen to position the dominant pointing hand on the touchpad.
Command Task
In the command task, the participant was prompted to select a five-letter command name appearing at the centre of the screen. The participant could use a standard application linear menu at the top of the screen, or a keyboard shortcut (if available for the stimulus command). The keyboard shortcut could only be performed with the keyboard shortcut technique condition. If the participant triggered a wrong command in the command task, the reference task was repeated followed by the same command task until successfully activated. Therefore, a trial may consist of one or more attempts to activate the prompted command.

Shortcut Techniques
We tested 4 shortcut conditions: FingerArc, FingerChord, GuidedKey, and Baseline. The 4 conditions all overload 4 commands to an action key, but differentiate the commands using different overloading methods and trigger shortcuts on different key events. We summarise these in Table 1. The 4 postures in each technique were informally tested and ranked by ease of physical articulation by the authors, so that the primary postures are associated with the most frequent commands, and quaternary postures are assigned to infrequent commands. At the end of the experiment, we elicited ratings for these postures to help refine our techniques.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Overloading Method</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>GuidedKey</th>
<th>FingerArc</th>
<th>FingerChord</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trigger Event</td>
<td>key down</td>
<td>key up</td>
<td>key up</td>
<td>key up</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary Posture</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>thumb hidden</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary Posture</td>
<td>x-ctrl</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>thumb hidden</td>
<td>no secondary key press</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tertiary Posture</td>
<td>x-m ↘t</td>
<td>x-m ↘t</td>
<td>45°</td>
<td>same row</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quaternary Posture</td>
<td>x-ctrl</td>
<td>x-ctrl</td>
<td>0°</td>
<td>upper row</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Methods for overloading the same key press, trigger events of shortcuts, and postures for activating four commands bound with a key.

Menu Interface
There were 60 commands, divided into 12 sets of 5 commands, each set starting with a different letter. Half of the 12 letters were randomly chosen from the left side of the keyboard, we call left keys (e.g. C, S, T, G, R, Q), the other half from the right side, we call right keys (e.g. P, Y, U, J, I, N). In each set, 4 commands were assigned with keyboard shortcuts using the 4 postures described above. We call these commands primary command, secondary command, tertiary command, and quaternary command, corresponding to the postures. The fifth command in the set was only accessible from the menu with no shortcut assigned. Keyboard shortcuts in the menu were displayed as symbols similar to the shortcut guidance for FingerArc and FingerChord (Fig. 4), and as plain modifier text (e.g. Command + Shift + C) for GuidedKey and Baseline.

An application menu at the top of the screen (Fig. 4) arranged the 60 commands into 6 menus, each labelled with a letter chosen from the 12 letters above (e.g. S, P, G, Y, T, U). The labels alternated between using left keys and right keys. Each menu contained 10 commands, visually divided into two sets of 5 using a line separator. Half of the commands were grouped, meaning they all start with the same letter as the menu label. For example, ‘Cross’, ‘Cover’, ‘Carry’, ‘Check’, and ‘Claim’ were all grouped together under the ‘C’ menu (Fig. 4). The other 5 commands in the menu had different first letters. The grouped commands alternated between showing in the first half and the last half in the menu. The grouped commands were ordered so that the primary command appeared at the top and the one with no shortcut showed at the bottom.

Note that grouped commands capture shortcuts with good semantic alignment, something the preceding interview identified as making memorising keyboard shortcuts easier. However, most of our analysis focuses on ungrouped commands since our techniques are designed for shortcuts that are typically harder to remember.

Command Stimuli
Although the menu displayed 60 commands in total, only 20 were used as the stimuli for the experiment tasks. The other 40 served as passive distractors to fill the menus and make searching for commands more realistic. The 20 commands were from 4 sets of the 12 command sets described above, each set using a different first letter. The 4 sets were selected to balance the left and right keys. In addition, two of these sets were grouped, each appearing under a menu named with the first letter used by the set. This simulates an ideal case where users can see immediately where the command is located in the menu. The other two sets were ungrouped, meaning they were distributed across other menus. This models searching for unfamiliar commands.

Of the 20 commands, 4 were unmapped, meaning they were not mapped to shortcuts. This models real applications, where not every command has a shortcut. These served as another type of distractor, and also forced the participant’s attention back to the application menu similar to what happens in real usage. The remaining 16 commands were all mapped to shortcuts, so the participant could utilise the shortcut technique and memorise them. Our analysis only looks at factors relating to these 16 mapped commands.
Frequency

The frequency each command appeared during a block followed the tail of a Zipfian distribution, each of the 20 commands appeared this many times per block: 3, 3, 3, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 2, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1. This simulates the usage of less frequent commands in real applications [81, 48]. We removed the first 8 items from the complete Zipfian distribution (30, 15, 10, 8, 6, 5, 4, 4) because our focus is to improve the learning of less frequent commands, not frequent ones like \textasciicircum{4} or \textasciicircum{6} that people typically know. We assigned the four primary commands with frequency 3, four secondary commands with frequency 2, four tertiary commands with frequency 2, quaternary commands with frequency 1, and four commands with no shortcut with frequency 1.

Design

Our experiment is a mixed design. We used a between-subject factor for the 4 shortcut TECHNIQUES, each tested with 8 participants. Command GROUPING and BLOCK form two within-subject factors. The experiment consisted of multiple blocks over two days. After demonstrating the assigned technique, the participant was presented with 4 Training blocks (BLOCKS 1 - 4), followed by a Test block (BLOCK 5), followed by a five-minute distraction task where the participant switched focus to play a breakout game on a phone (BLOCK 6), followed by another Test block (BLOCK 7). Then, the participant practiced for another 8 Training blocks (BLOCKS 8 - 11), followed by a Test block (BLOCK 12). Finally, after 24 hours, the participant completed a final Test block (BLOCK 13). Training blocks alternated between typing and pointing reference tasks, and the order was counterbalanced across participants. In all Test blocks, only the 16 commands assigned with shortcuts were presented. The participant needed to invoke the commands using only the given shortcut technique. Only one attempt was allowed, and the main menu was hidden and shortcut guidance was disabled. Participants were instructed to complete the tasks as quickly and accurately as possible, and they were not told about Test blocks beforehand to prevent an explicit focus on memorisation.

Results

A successful novice to expert transition can be characterised from three different aspects over time: a modality switch from the novice to expert method, increased motor performance as measured by time, increased memory performance as measured by successful expert method usage during Training blocks and shortcut recall in Test blocks. Errors made during Training blocks may provide evidence for both motor and memory performance, though determining the exact source of error is not possible in the current study. We examine these metrics in the following analysis.

Modality Change

During training, there were three modalities to trigger a command: menu interface (MENU), shortcut with guidance (GUIDANCE), and direct shortcut without guidance (SHORTCUT). We examined the modality change in Training blocks for each shortcut technique. Fig. 5 illustrates similar curves for SHORTCUT usage (green bars) for all techniques, but for those with guidance, GUIDANCE usage was very high in BLOCK 1 then gradually decreased in the following blocks. The MENU usage for these techniques was constantly very low (grey bars) compared to Baseline.

The result suggests that guided techniques help users switch to using keyboard shortcuts early, then gradually transition from relying on guidance to memory recall. Early adoption of shortcut guidance may be due to the novelty effect, but we found participants persisted with keyboard shortcuts rather than reverting back to the menu interface. This implies certain benefits to providing shortcut guidance, which we examine in more detail in the quantitative analysis that follows. Note for all subsequent analysis, trials are aggregated by participant and the factors being analysed. Time data were aggregated using median.

Learning Effect

We analysed learning effect by examining command task time of trials in Training blocks. Time for reference tasks was excluded since it is irrelevant to command activation. In cases where the participant made an error and had to repeat the trial, we sum the time for invoking the command across all attempts. Time was not normally distributed and as such we performed a log transformation.

We found a main effect of BLOCK with a one-way repeated measures ANOVA ($F_{11,105,94} = 29.84, \ p < .001, \ \eta_p^2 = .27)$ \footnote{All standardised effect sizes are generalised eta squared [60, 5]}, and post hoc tests suggest learning flattened from BLOCK 8 through 11 (all $p > .05$) as seen in Fig. 6. These blocks provide the most stable measurement of time, error, and expert use when the performance in the training blocks had levelled.
out. In subsequent analysis of Training blocks, we only use blocks 8 to 11.

**Time**

Fig. 7 illustrates the overall command task time in Training blocks. Splitting by modality showed average times of 6699ms (SD=2241) for MENU, 4450ms (SD=1348) for GUIDANCE, and 2029ms (SD=854) for SHORTCUT, clearly demonstrating the invaluable performance benefit of transitioning to keyboard shortcuts. Time was not normally distributed and as such we log transformed the data. A mixed factorial ANOVA of BLOCK \times GROUPING \times TECHNIQUE revealed an interaction between TECHNIQUE \times GROUPING (F_{3,28} = 3.00, p < 0.05, \eta^2_G = 0.03). We performed post hoc analysis using pairwise t-tests and manually corrected for multiple comparison using the Bonferroni method. For UNGROUPED commands, our analysis showed FingerArc outperformed Baseline by 1162ms and GuidedKey by 731ms, and FingerChord outperformed Baseline by 1169ms and GuidedKey by 738ms (all p < 0.05). For GROUPED commands, FingerChord outperformed GuidedKey by 486ms (p < 0.01). The time difference suggests better motor performance for overall command invocation with finger-aware techniques. Although a standardised effect size of 0.03 is considered small [5], the size of the simple effect for UNGROUPED commands, a reduction of more than 1.2 seconds for FingerArc and FingerChord compared to Baseline, would be noticeable to users.

**Expert Use**

Fig. 8 illustrates successful expert use in Training blocks. Expert use is an indicator variable that is true when a trial was completed in one attempt using a shortcut without guidance. A mixed factorial ANOVA of BLOCK \times GROUPING \times TECHNIQUE showed no interaction effect of TECHNIQUE \times GROUPING justifying separate analysis of GROUPED and UNGROUPED (F_{3,28} = 2.54, p = 0.08, \eta^2_G = 0.009) commands. Two one-way between-subjects ANOVAs for GROUPED and UNGROUPED commands revealed main effects of TECHNIQUE on expert use for both GROUPED (F_{1,124} = 2.8, p < .05, \eta^2_G = .07) and UNGROUPED (F_{1,124} = 6.89, p < .001, \eta^2_G = .14) commands. For GROUPED commands, post hoc tests using Tukey’s HSD showed FingerArc had 14.8% more expert use than GuidedKey (p < .05). For UNGROUPED commands, FingerArc had 15.1% to 19.2% more expert use than FingerChord, GuidedKey, and Baseline (all p < 0.05). Although the standardised effect size of 0.14 for UNGROUPED is small [5], the simple effect size leading to 19% more expert selections for FingerArc compared to Baseline means users use one more shortcut with FingerArc for every five they would use with current shortcuts.

**Errors**

Fig. 9 shows the trial-level error rates in Training blocks. An error trial is when a participant failed to trigger the correct command in the first attempt, regardless of the modality used. An analysis of the attempts that use the menu revealed a very low 0.4% error rate (SD=6.1%). This means the main source of error was shortcut activation.
errors than Baseline ($p < .05$). Again the standardised effect sizes of .09 and .07 are small [5], but the simple effect sizes suggest selections with FingerChord are twice as likely to be correct compared to current shortcuts. FingerChord makes overall command invocation less error-prone, and FingerArc has comparable performance to existing techniques.

On average, participants made 1.2 attempts ($\text{SD}=0.56$) in a trial to invoke the command, suggesting a tendency of minimising errors. An analysis of the cancellation gestures revealed that 7.8% of the trials ($\text{SD}=26.8\%$) had cancellation, showing participants indeed used this mechanism to explore shortcuts and avoid triggering undesirable commands.

**Recall**

After every four blocks of training, we performed two recall tests. The patterns in recall were similar before and after the distraction task, and before and after the 24-hour break. We report only the test after the 5-minute distraction task (BLOCK 7) and the test after the 24-hour break (BLOCK 13).

A mixed factorial ANOVA of GROUPING × TECHNIQUE showed no interaction effect justifying separate analysis of GROUPED and UNGROUPED commands ($F_{1,28} = 0.86$, $p = 0.47$, $\eta^2 = 0.026$). We used separate one-way ANOVAs for GROUPED and UNGROUPED for the two recall blocks. In Test block 7, we only found a main effect of TECHNIQUES on recall for GROUPED commands ($F_{3,28} = 3.067$, $p < .05$, $\eta^2 = .25$). Tukey’s HSD showed a near significant difference between FingerArc and Baseline ($p = 0.053$). Baseline had fewer GROUPED commands recalled, maybe because selecting GROUPED commands in the menu was fast and easy that the participants did not pay attention to the shortcuts. This changed in BLOCK 13 probably due a testing effect.

In Test block 13, we found no main effect for either GROUPED or UNGROUPED commands, suggesting similar memory performance for all techniques. There could be a ceiling effect given the small command set, and this may have prevented significant differences in the 24-hour retention test.

**Table 2: Subjective ratings of postures within each technique reported as medians and median absolute deviations (MAD) in parentheses.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Posture</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>GuidedKey</th>
<th>FingerArc</th>
<th>FingerChord</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primary</td>
<td>5.0 (0.0)</td>
<td>5.0 (0.0)</td>
<td>4.5 (0.5)</td>
<td>5.0 (0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secondary</td>
<td>4.0 (0.5)</td>
<td>4.0 (0.5)</td>
<td>4.0 (0.5)</td>
<td>5.0 (0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tertiary</td>
<td>3.0 (0.0)</td>
<td>3.0 (1.0)</td>
<td>2.0 (1.0)</td>
<td>4.5 (0.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quaternary</td>
<td>2.0 (1.0)</td>
<td>2.0 (0.5)</td>
<td>1.0 (0.0)</td>
<td>2.5 (0.5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Discussion**

Our experiment tested the novice to expert transitions of four shortcut conditions. The evaluation showed that guidance and finger-awareness mechanisms work together to increase both memory and motor performance when executing commands.

In terms of memory performance, users recalled a similar number of commands for all techniques, probably due to a ceiling effect from the small command set (Fig. 10). However, we observed early and persistent adoption of shortcut guidance for FingerArc, FingerChord, and GuidedKey (Fig. 5). Users smoothly transitioned from visually-guided shortcut selection to recall-based activation for these techniques. Additionally, FingerArc users made more shortcut invocations, and transitioned away from guided techniques more rapidly than other techniques.

In terms of motor performance, adoption of keyboard shortcuts resulted in improved command task times (Fig. 7). FingerArc and FingerChord were both faster than Baseline for ungrouped commands, suggesting that consistent articulation of commands successfully makes them easier to invoke when multiple modifiers are required for a traditional shortcut interface. Additionally, we show that users of guided techniques successfully utilised cancellation to avoid errors, suggesting a lower perceived risk of making errors.

**Conclusion**

We designed, implemented, and evaluated two variations of Guided Finger-Aware Shortcuts to alleviate the issues that hinder the adoption of keyboard shortcuts. By identifying the finger used to press a key, and using secondary finger movements to select commands, the two compatible techniques increase the number of commands associated with a key by eight. By introducing dynamic visual guidance to guide the user through the shortcut action, we made shortcuts easier to learn, use, and explore. Our evaluations showed that our techniques encourage overall shortcut usage, make interaction faster, less error-prone, and provide advantages over simply adding visual guidance to standard shortcuts. Our findings are promising, and to actually deploy our techniques, there is still much work to be done. For example, robust sensing algorithm needs to be developed to reduce markers, studies may be conducted to examine the persistence of shortcut usage in real-world settings, and further evaluation may reveal the long-term costs and benefits of our techniques.
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APPENDIX
This appendix provides the questions asked during the semi-structured interview for Study 1: Interview with Expert Users.

Demographics
- What is your age and gender?
- What is your occupation? If you are a student, what is your major and what is your level of study?
- What is your dominant hand?

Computer Usage
- How many hours per week do you use laptop/desktop computers?
- What operating systems do you use most often?
- What do you often do with computers?
- What tasks do you typically perform?
- What applications do you use most often? Provide at least 10 applications sorted by frequency of use.

Shortcut Use in a Specific Application
- What is your favourite application?
- In this application, how often do you use keyboard shortcuts?
- In this application, please recall as many keyboard shortcuts as you can without referring to that application or any related material.
- In this application, what keyboard shortcuts are those that you frequently use but are uncertain whether they are correct or need to be frequently looked up?
- In this application, what actions do you frequently perform, but could never memorise the keyboard shortcut for an extended period of time?
- In this application, what keyboard shortcuts did you expect to work in one way, but in reality a different action is triggered?

Shortcut Use in General
- When do you actively learn a new keyboard shortcut?
- How do you find out what a keyboard shortcut is mapped to a command?
- How do you learn new keyboard shortcuts? What strategies do you often apply?
- How often do you have to rehearse a learned keyboard shortcut?
- What kinds of keyboard shortcuts do you tend to need to rehearse?
- What kinds of keyboard shortcuts do you tend to remember for a very long time?
- What kinds of keyboard shortcuts do you tend to forget or get confused?
- When articulating keyboard shortcuts, do you need to think about what keys to press?

Ratings
Appendix Note: Ratings used a five point scale with respect to the question where 1 was “worst/rarely/difficult” and 5 was “best/often/easy”. The scale used for each question is shown with range descriptions (e.g. “[1 difficult ... 5 easy]”).
- In general, how do you find learning keyboard shortcuts? [1 difficult ... 5 easy] Why did you give the above rating?
- In general, how do you find executing keyboard shortcuts? [1 difficult ... 5 easy] Why did you give the above rating?
- How often do you make a physical error while executing keyboard shortcuts? [1 rarely ... 5 often] Why did you give the above rating?
- In general, how do you find knowing whether a keyboard shortcut has successfully activated the desired command? [1 difficult ... 5 easy] Why did you give the above rating?

Please rate the following aspects of keyboard shortcuts:
- Learning [1 worst ... 5 best] Why?
- Ease of use [1 worst ... 5 best] Why?
- Accuracy [1 worst ... 5 best] Why?
- Speed [1 worst ... 5 best] Why?
- Fatigue [1 worst ... 5 best] Why?

Concluding Thoughts
- What do you think are the key issues of keyboard shortcuts? How would you address these issues?
- Do you have other comments?